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With the rapid development of computer science and Internet 
technology, on the internet, multifarious information has increased 
rapidly in recent decades, it is also true for music resource. People often 
seem confused and overwhelmed when they face hundreds of millions 
of music resource. Computer workers are paying more and more attention 
to music retrieval, which is based on content, melodic, etc. and it has 
gained a lot of progress in recent years. With the fierce competition in 
nowadays, web sites are improving their recommendation system. 
Users find music resource in the past, and now, web sites take the 
initiative to recommend music to users. 
This paper based on the improving music recommendation system, 
and applied the automatic summarization technology on generation of 
music label. Get the essence of user reviews, and make it as the contents 
of the music label by crawling digest in user reviews of an album. Make 
users get comment information more quickly and intuitively. 
On algorithm, this paper first describes specific algorithm word 
frequency statistics in detail. Including specific process, data 
structures required, etc. Expound idea of the algorithm by analysis of the 
process and flowcharts: first, word frequency statistics, and 














the sentence to complete the automatic summarization. 
On implementation, this paper designs two schemes with combination 
of different user needs. One is based on a single complex document. It 
sees all the user's comments as a group, generating digest; and another 
scheme is based on multi-document. It sees each user's comments as a 
separate unit to generate digest, and then get the desired result by 
the sort of the user comments’ weight. 
Finally, we compared with the results of the two schemes, and 
designed an experiment program as follow-up work for this paper. 
Different from previous studies, the innovation of this paper is how to 
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Based On Extraction, SBE)、基于理解的文摘(Summarization Based 
On Understanding, SBU)、模板型文摘(Summarization Based On 
Template, SBT) 和 基 于 结 构 的 文 摘 (Summarization Based On 
Discourse Structure, SBS)： 























































































国际上对自动文摘技术的研究可以追溯到上世纪 50 年代。1952 年，时为 IBM
公司研发工程师的 H.P.Luhn 开始研究通过计算机来为文本生成摘要的方法，经






















 从国外来看，对自动文摘的研究大体上有三个阶段：第一阶段是 1955 年至
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